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As you can see in below example, the new request for one bottle of water made by 
guest John Smith in room 234 is not yet verified, as the button is red with a cross in it. 

 

It is important to verify guest’s details to 
ensure that hotel services are delivered and 
executed in the correct guest room.  

There will be an automated verification when 
your hotel’s PMS system is integrated with 
the SABA Guest Request solution. 

If your hotel does not have an integration, you 
should follow these easy steps for manual 
verification: 

1. Check your PMS and search for either guest name or room number of all inhouse 
guests. 

2. Verify that the information in PMS match the information in the guest request (e.g. 
John Smith is staying in room 234). 

3. In the Request Console, click on the request row to open the side bar on the right 
hand side. 

4. Match that the information are the same as in PMS: 
5. If they are correct, click on the “Verify” button to verify the guest’s information. 

You only need to complete this procedure once for every guest as the system 
remembers all future communication and automatically sets the info to “verified” 
moving forward. 

Request Console – Verifying Guest Name and Room 
Number 

In this job aid, you will learn how to verify the guest’s name and room 
number with the information in your PMS. This ensures that the correct 
items are delivered to the correct guest room. 
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6. If the information do not match, use the “Chat with Guest” function to confirm the 
guest’s details. Mostly, the guests enter a wrong room number and it is easy to 
continue with executing excellent guest service. 
 

After the guest’s information have been verified, a green tick box appears in the 
corresponding column: 

 


